Gd-DISIDA--a potential contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging of the hepatobiliary system.
Gadolinium (Gd) labeled diisopropyliminodiacetic acid (DISIDA) was prepared by mixing a Gd solution and a DISIDA solution in appropriate proportions and at controlled pH. Optimal complexation was obtained at a Gd:DISIDA molar ratio of 1:2.5 and the pH of the final solution was 7.3 to 7.5. The complex was found to be stable both in vitro and in vivo. Gd-DISIDA (12.5 mumol/kg) was injected into mice, and T1 and T2 relaxation times of various tissues were measured and compared with those of normal tissues. Only the T1 values of the blood and the liver markedly decreased after Gd-DISIDA administration and also the reduction in T1 values depended on the dose of Gd-DISIDA. Magnetic resonance imaging of the rabbit liver showed considerable contrast enhancement at 30 minutes after administration of 12.5 mumol/kg of Gd-DISIDA.